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1. The following are the steps for planning health promotion intervention except?

     	      Interrogate the Evidence Based

     	      Aims

     	      Identify Resources

     	--->> Dialogue

2. one of the following is crucial criteria for evaluation

     	      obsatcles overcomed

     	      workdone

     	--->> Purpose of the work

     	      time frame

3. When analysing risk, you have to make a clear distinction between __________ and 
____________

     	      good decisions and bad decisions

     	--->> good decisions and good outcomes

     	      good outcomes and bad decisions

     	      bad decisions and bad outcomes

4. One of the following is not a resource while planning an health promotion 
intervention programme

     	--->> Aims

     	      Equipment

     	      finance

     	      Human

5. The planned set of activities to help people see the value of their project, programme 
or policy is __________
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     	      Aim

     	--->> Evaluation

     	      Aims

     	      Targets

6. The techniques you will employ to operationalize your objectives to meet your overall 
aims is called_________

     	      Objectives

     	--->> methodology

     	      questionnaire

     	      analysis

7. The choice of theory or model to guide the intervention should be made on the basis 
of ________________

     	--->> the problem being tackled

     	      the desired result

     	      the economic sustainability

     	      the location

8. Uncertainty can be classified as ________ and ______________

     	      aleatory and epignostic

     	      allegory and epistoric

     	--->> aleatory and epistemic

     	      alleatory and systematic

9. All of these are practical steps to interventions except

     	      Choice of Theory or Model

     	      Recognition of Context

     	      Technical Skills
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     	--->> Interpersonal Encounter

10. In planning a health promotion intervention, the specific actions you will take to 
achieve the aim is called _________

     	      Targets

     	      Methodology

     	      Evaluation

     	--->> Objectives
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